
OpsMx Enterprise for Spinnaker

Simple:

OpsMx Enterprise for Spinnaker

Automated Workflows

Secure:

OpsMx Enterprise for Spinnaker (OES) is the orchestration module of ISD Platform. It is a highly scalable, 
secure, multi-cloud continuous delivery solution that helps you release software changes with high 
velocity and confidence.

KEY FEATURES

Simplified LCM of Spinnaker with easy application 
onboarding using GitOps under strict compliance 
policy control.

Hardened Spinnaker with enterprise grade security, 
in-built secret management, and RBAC for users.

Use easy to create and manage Spinnaker 
declarative pipelines to automate your 
application and infrastructure deployments.

Multi-Cloud Deployments

Achieve repeatable deployments without 
scripting and seamlessly deliver microservices 
or monoliths across multi-cloud.



DATA SHEET

High ROI with faster onboarding and support services to maintain and manage 
Spinnaker pipelines

No vendor lock-in by plugging OES on top of OSS Spinnaker

Deploy faster and frequently with support for multi-cloud and on-prem 
infrastructure 

Enhance innovation with incremental delivery with safe deployment strategies

Delivery Software at scale using 40+ pre-built integration with Spinnaker 

Removes the burden placed on SREs & Support and associated high 
operational expenses

Safe Deployment Strategies

Deploy your apps into Kubernetes safely 
with built-in strategies like canary and 
blue-green deployment.

Scalable and Extensible

Ensure smooth and painless enterprise-scale 
adoption with enterprise Spinnaker and 
pre-built integrations for CI/CD tools.

Easy Ops

Achieve continuous delivery from Day-1 
without any hassle with managed or SaaS 
Spinnaker

Self-Service

Easily onboard Kubernetes or public-cloud 
accounts into Spinnaker using simple steps 
in the ISD UI.

Enterprise Security 

Use production-grade security of hardened 
Spinnaker for authentication and role-based 
authorization of your team.

GitOps

Deploy complex applications into Kubernetes 
using Spinnaker pipelines triggered by Git 
events.

Founded with the vision of "delivering software without human intervention", OpsMx enables customers to transform and automate their 
software delivery process.  OpsMx's ML-powered intelligent software delivery platform helps DevOps teams accelerate their software 
delivery, reduce risk, and decrease cost. Follow us on Twitter @Ops_Mx and learn more at www.opsmx.io.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US: OPSMX, INC | 350 OAKMEAD PKWY, SUNNYVALE, CA 94085 | INFO@OPSMX.COM | 
WWW.OPSMX.COM
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KEY BENEFITS

Trusted by Leading Enterprises


